ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 53

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
During the spring and summer of 1942, a five-speed gearbox was developed
and tested for the T-34 tank. From 1st September, installation in the tanks began,
and by the end of 1943 almost all T-34 and T-34-85 tanks were fitted
with a 5-speed gearbox.

T

he gearbox on the T-34 and T-34-85 tanks was
three-way, ive-speed and constantly meshing.
It had ive gears for forward motion and one reverse
gear. The driving gear wheels for 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
5th gears sat on an intermediate shaft, and a driven gear
wheel for 1st gear sat on the main shaft and was set freely
on needle bearings.

The driven gear wheels for 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th gears
and the driving gear wheel for 1st gear were connected
to shafts by means of splines.
A change of gear was achieved by actuating one of ive
pairs of gear wheels, with a corresponding transposition
of two moveable notched clutches and one moveable gear
wheel.
The gearbox was operated
by a selector mechanism
on the right of the driver.
A lock was itted
to prevent reverse gear
being accidentally
engaged when moving
forward.
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CODE NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

053A

Battery box

1

053B

Battery box lid

1

053B

With this issue you receive the battery box and
lid. Please keep these until the next stage when
the printed circuit board (PCBA) and on–of
switch will be itted. These components will
provide the power to illuminate the interior LED
lighting coming later. The battery box will hold
2 × AAA 1.5-volt batteries, which should not be
itted until the lighting system is fully assembled.

053A

2

3
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STEP 54

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The gearshift mechanism serve to adjust movable couplings in the gearbox
in the axial direction when engaging the gears.

A

djusting movable couplings in the gearbox
to engage the gears was achieved by means of forks
ixed on the lead rollers, which moved when there
was corresponding movement of the linkage arm.
Lead rollers for 1st gear and reverse gear, as well as
the 4th and 5th gears, were installed in special drive
boxes on the upper half of the crankcase. The 4th and
5th gear drive box was installed above the intermediate
shaft, to the left, while the 1st gear and reverse gear drive
box, was to the right, on the upper half of the crankcase.

The lead roller for 2nd and 3rd gear was installed in a special
sleeve, protruding from the crankcase. Each gearshift
fork was placed on a corresponding lead roller and was
attached to it by a nut.
The position of the forks on the lead rollers was regulated
by packing, located between the end of the fork head
and the roller shoulder.
Drive boxes were manufactured from cast iron and were
attached to the crankcase by langes with pins. The drive
boxes are closed by lids at the top.

The gearshift mechanism
comprises three lead
rollers, three forks
and clamps.
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GP
054A

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

054A

Printed circuit board (PCBA)

1

054B

On–of switch with wires

1

GP

2.3 × 4mm screw

4 + 1*
* includes spares

054B

1

Feed the 4-pin connector attached to the on–of switch
(054B) through the hole in the side of the battery box
(053A). Then plug the connector into the 4-pin socket
on the side of the printed circuit board (PCBA) (054A).

053A

054A
053A
054B
054A
054B

GP

053A

GP

2

Fit the printed circuit board (PCBA) (054A) into
the battery box (053A) and ix it to the four posts with
four GP screws. Then plug the wires from the battery
box into the 2-pin connector from the printed circuit board.

054A

GP

GP

053A

2

3
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The drive control of the gearbox was used to shift gear from the driving compartment
and comprised a link, longitudinal linkage and vertical rollers with levers.

T

he leading roller with a leading bevel gear wheel,
linked to the main clutch, transmitted the engine
torque by means of the led bevel gear wheel
to the intermediate shaft. When one of the moving
gear wheels was made to mesh with the ixed gear wheels,
the main shaft rotated, from which torque was transmitted
through the side clutches and the side transmissions
to the driving wheels.

When gears were engaged, depending on the transmission
ratio of the engaged pair, the number of revolutions changed,
as did the torque transmitted by the main shaft, the driving
force, and the speed at which the tank moved.
When any transmission was engaged, all the gear wheels,
except the pair on which the torque was being transferred,
operated idly. As the gear wheels rotated, they took oil in the
crankcase and difused it throughout, lubricating teeth and hubs.

The link was installed in
the driving compartment,
to the right of the driver's
seat and served to select
and engage gears.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

055A

Lower hull panel

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

4 + 1*
* includes spares

1

Fit the battery box (053A) to the inside of the lower
hull panel (055A), so that the battery compartment
is accessible through the opening. Fix with four LM
screws.

LM

LM

LM

LM

055A

053A

2

3
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
On-board clutches and brakes were important elements of the tank’s transmission.
Torque from the gearbox was fed through the on-board clutches mounted on the ends
of the main shaft of the gearbox, to the on-board transmissions.

O

n-board clutches took the form of multi-disc
disengageable clutches that transferred the torque
from the gearbox to the on-board transmissions.
Each on-board clutch comprised driving
components, driven components and a disengagement
mechanism.

The brakes were of the loating belt type with cast-iron
brake pads. The brake drums were external (driven) drums of
the on-board clutches. The latter, together with the brakes,
were intended for turning, slowing and stopping the tank.
They were also used when the tank moved of under diicult
road conditions, and when it was lifted or being towed.

Disengagement of
the on-board clutch from
the driving compartment
was undertaken with
the aid of a drive unit.
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2

Take the two gearbox frames (049C) supplied with
issue 49 and it them to the screw posts at the rear
of the lower hull (056A) in the positions shown. Fix
each frame with two BM screws.

056A

BM
BM

BM

BM

LM

BM
049C

049C

056A

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

056A

Lower hull

1

BM

1.7 × 4mm screw

4 + 1*

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

6 + 2*
* includes spares

1

Fit the lower hull panel (055A) on to the inside
of the lower hull (056A), orientated as shown. Fix with
six LM screws.

056A

LM

055A

LM

056A

055A

LM

LM

2

LM

LM

In stage 58 brake bands
will be connected
to the clips on
the gearbox frames,
as shown here.
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